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Abstract: Titanium nitride (TiNx) thin films were prepared on Si(111) substrates by DC reactive magnetron sputtering. The
influence of chamber pressure on the lattice constants, grain size, surface morphologies, conductivity and visible-near infrared
reflectance of TiNx thin films were investigated. It is shown that the main component of the thin films is cubic TiN with (200)
preferred orientation. The resistivity of the TiN thin film increase along with the increase of the chamber pressure, whereas the
lattice constants and average reflectance within near infrared range of the TiN thin film decrease gradually. For all the TiN films,
there is a minimum reflectance around 455nm.
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1. Introduction
Almost all elements can bond with nitrogen to form binary
nitride compounds, among them titanium nitride (TiN) is an
interesting material [1]. Because of its uncommon set of
physical, chemical, and mechanical properties, such as high
thermal stability, good chemical inertness, high hardness, low
electrical resistivity and superior irradiation resistance, TiN
films have been widely used for various applications including
hard coatings on tools. TiN is a promissing material because it
can be used to cut tools wear-resistant coatings, diffusion
barriers [2], photo-thermal solar energy conversion layer [3],
semi-transparent contacts in solar cells [4] due to it possesses
many interesting physical and chemical properties, such as
high hardness, high melting point, high chemical stability,
good electrical conductivity (around 30µΩ·cm ), high optical
reflectivity (its colors varying from gold to dark brown) that
are beneficial for applications in high temperature
heterogeneous catalysis [5, 6] and so on. What is more, TiN
has a high reflectance in the infrared (IR) range and high
transmittance in the visible range when the thickness of the
films is less than 30 nm, So it is usually used as optical
selective coatings [7, 8]. The electrical and optical properties
of TiN films depend strongly on composition (Ti/N ratio), and

structure of, which are established by the preparation method
and process conditions [9, 10]. There are many articles
describing various surface treatmentsor coatings that could be
deposited on prosthesis to increase their corrosion resistance,
osseointegration and biocompatibility and to reduce the wear
rates and the resulting debris quantity and size. Several
deposition techniques have been applied in the deposition of
TiN films, such as metal-organic chemical vapor deposition
(MOCVD), plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition
(PECVD), electron cyclotron resonance plasma chemical
vapor deposition (ECRCVD), direct current (DC) reactive
magnetron sputtering, low temperature plasma treatment with
N2 as plasma source etched the obtained films to produce the
nanostructured TiN-based thin films [11]. In this work, TiN
thin films were prepared on silicon substrates by DC reactive
magnetron sputtering to improve the resistivity and the optical
reflectivity of TiN thin films by changing the chamber
pressure. In order to acquire the optimized deposition process
parameters of TiN thin films with better properties, the
influence of chamber pressure on lattice constants, grain sizes,
surface morphologies, conductivity and visible-near infrared
reflectance of TiN thin films were investigated.
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2. Experimental Procedure
The TiN thin films were deposited on silicon substrates by
DC reactive magnetron sputtering. The size of the chamber
was 55cm (diameter)×34cm(height) and the chamber was
pumped down to 1.0×10-5Pa by a 400Hz turbo molecular
pump before the mixed gas inletting. The TiN thin films The
target was a 99.99% pure Ti with a diameter of Φ=100mm.
The distance of target to substrate is 60cm. The p-type Si (111)
wafer, resistivity of 8-12Ω·cm, were subsequently cleaned by
hydrofluoric acid, acetone, alcohol, deionized water in a
ultrasonic cleaner for 10min(each step) and then blew by
high-pressure pure N2 gas. The flow rate of N2 gas and Ar gas
(both purity of 99.999%) were 10 and 30sccm, respectively.
The TiN thin films were then deposited onto Si (111)
substrates at 500°C with fixed current (0.35A) for a lasted
deposition time of 60min. The chamber pressure varied within

0.3-1.5Pa by adjusting the pumping speed via the opening
control of throttle valve.

3. Results and Discussion
XRD patterns of DC reactive sputtered TiN films prepared
under various chamber pressure is shown in Figure 1. The
TiN(111), TiN(200) and TiN(220) peaks at 2θ=36.9°, 42.9°,
62.1° are observed, the intensity of (111) and (220) peaks are
much weaker than that of (200) peak for all samples, and one
can find Si(111) peaks at 2θ=28.4° when the chamber pressure
varied within 0.3-1.5Pa. From the XRD patterns, it can be
found that all the TiN films are polycrystalline cubic structure
with (200) preferred orientation. The intensity of (200)
diffraction peaks depends on the chamber pressure, when the
chamber pressure increase from 0.3 to 1.5Pa, the intensity of
(200) peaks decrease.

Figure 1. XRD patterns of DC sputtered TiN films prepared under various chamber pressure.

The lattice constant of the cubic structure TiN films with
(200) preferred orientation can be calculated from the X-ray
diffraction angle(θ) using the following formulae:
2d sin θ = nλ

(1)

and

1
d2

=

(h2 + k 2 + l 2 )
a02

chamber pressure increase, and that is why the (200) peaks are
right-moved slightly.
The average grain size of the TiN films with (200) preferred
orientation can also be calculated from the X-ray diffraction
angle (θ) by Scherer’s formula:

GS =

kλ
B cos θ

(3)

(2)

where a0, d, θ, n, λ, and hkl are the lattice constant, the distance
of the two adjacent (200) planes, the diffraction angle, the
order of diffraction, the wavelength of the radiation and the
miller index. The calculated lattice constants are listed in table
1. It is found that the lattice constant decrease gradually as the

Here B is the full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the
(200) peak, k is a constant varied from the range of 0.89-1.39.
The average grain size of the TiN films are listed in table 1
when the constant k is set to 1.1. The surface morphology of
the TiN films ranging from 0.3Pa to 1.5Pa are shown in Figure
2.
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Figure 2. AFM images of TiN films deposited under various chamber pressure.

Table 1 displays the root mean square (Rms) surface
roughness and average grain size of the films detected by
AFM off-line software. The Rms surface roughness at 0.3Pa
was 2.06nm, whereas the Rms surface roughness at 1.5 Pa was
6.89nm, that is correspond clearly to Figure 2. What is more,
the grain size detected by AFM off-line software shown in
table 1, close to that caculated by Scherer’s formula (k=1.1)
within a maximum relative error 9.57%.
The resistivities of the TiN films can be calculated by the

following formula
ρ= R□ • d

(4)

Where ρ is resistivity, R□ and d are sheet resistance and the
thickness of the films measured by four-point probe and step
profilometer, respectively. The thickness, sheet resistance and
calculated resistivity were listed in table 1.

Table 1. Experimental results of TiN thin films under different chamber pressure.
chamber pressure P /Pa
0.3
0.5
0.7
0.9
1.1
1.3
1.5

thickness d /nm
132
128.8
127.3
125.1
112.2
111.9
108.3

lattice constants a0 /nm
0.421
0.421
0.420
0.420
0.420
0.419
0.418

mean grain size (by XRD) /nm
31.42
35.49
39.55
39.61
31.15
31.00
32.30

mean grain size (by AFM ) /nm
30.01
35.60
37.64
41.10
28.97
29.53
29.21

Table 1. Continue.
rms roughness /nm
2.06
5.97
3.50
5.72
6.63
2.85
6.89

sheet resistance R□ /Ω
2.56
7.42
16.69
17.32
19.78
22.11
66.5

resistivity ρ /µΩ·cm
33.8
95.6
212.5
216.7
221.9
247.4
720.1

mean optical reflectivity within 760-1000nm
0.85
0.78
0.71
0.63
0.52
0.36
0.33
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The resistivity of TiN thin films vs chamber pressure curve
was shown in Figure 3. The minimum and maximum
resistivity are 33.8µΩ·cm (close to that of the bulk TiN) and
720.1µΩ·cm corresponding to the chamber pressure are 0.3
and 1.5Pa, respectively. It is shown in Figure 3 that the
resistivity of TiN thin films depends on the chamber pressure
and increase gradually as the chamber pressure increase
within 0.3-1.5Pa.

4. Conclusion
In this paper, TiN thin films were deposited on silicon
substrates by DC reactive magnetron sputtering to improve the
resistivity and the optical reflectivity of TiN thin films by
changing the chamber pressure. The result is shown that the
structural, electrical and optical properties of the TiN thin
films depend clearly on the chamber pressure. All films are
polycrystalline cubic structure. The grain size obtained by
XRD and AFM are coincident. The Rms surface roughness at
0.3Pa was 2.06nm, whereas the Rms surface roughness of the
TiN thin films at 1.5 Pa was 6.89nm. The lattice constant and
optical reflectivity of the films decrease, while the resistivity
of the films increase, as the chamber pressure increase from
0.3Pa to 1.5Pa. The lowest resistivity was 33.8µΩ·cm (close
to that of the bulk TiN) when the chamber pressure is 0.3Pa,
correspondingly, the highest average reflectivity in the near
infrared range (wavelength λ=760-1000nm) of the TiN thin
films was 0.85.
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